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Abstract
In actual application and scientific research, multi-objective optimization is an extremely important
research subject. In reality, many issues are related to the simultaneous optimization under multi-objective
conditions. The research subject of multi-objective optimization is getting increasing attention. In order to
better solve some nonlinear, restricted complex multi-objective optimization problems, based on the
current studies of multi-objective optimization and evolutionary algorithm, this paper applies the ant colony
algorithm to multi-objective optimization, and proves through experiments that multi-objective ant colony
algorithm can converge the real Pareto front of the standard test function more quickly and accurately, and
can also maintain the distributivity of the better solution.
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1. Introduction
Originated from the design, planing scale, project adjustment and other essential
decision issues of many complex systems in real life, multi-objective optimization has always
been one of the important subjects of engineering practice and scientific research. In the
aspects of computing science, decision science and operation science, there once appeared
much certainty, randomization methods specialized for multi-objective optimization [1]. In recent
year, along with the improvement in the calculating speed and capability of calculation devices,
the application of intelligent evolutionary algorithms in multi-objective optimization, as with
genetic algorithm, genetic planing and genetic program designing, etc., has gained wide
confirmation, which is mainly because these evolutionary algorithms process intelligence
features of self-adaptivity, self-directed learning and self-organizing [2].
In terms of multi-objective optimization, usually there are conflicts and restrains among
different targets of the optimization problem. Therefore, in order to maintain balance among
these targets, the research aim of the algorithm is to try best to locate the optimal set near the
actual Pareto front. Considering the followed decision step, the solutions in the solution set
should be distributed as evenly as possible to increase the diversity of the possible solution.
Considering the effect of actual application, the time period of searching the Pareto solution set
should be as short as possible [3]. Most of the current studies adopt genetic algorithm to explore
multi-objective optimization, and the amount of studies adopting emerging intelligence
algorithm, such as ant colony algorithm, to explore multi-objective optimization is quite limited.
With characteristics of implicit parallelism and intelligence, ant colony algorithm is quite suitable
for optimization. It can be seen from the current research results that ant colony algorithm has
good performance. It is proved by practice that the application of ant colony algorithm in solving
single-objective problems is very successful [4]. However, there are still a lot of problems to
solve in the application of ant colony algorithm in multi-objective optimization. Fields worthy of
exploration include how to select the initial ant colony, how to construct Pareto optimal solution
set, how to set the parameters of any colony algorithm, how to conduct simulation experiment
and the verification of related theories, etc[5].
This paper first explained the basic principles of multi-objective problems and ant colony
algorithm in detail, based on which, it provided the complete procedure of multi-objective ant
colony optimization, and with the simulation, test and analysis of the standard test function, and
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the evaluation of performance measurement function, it proved the excellent performance and
advantage of ant colony algorithm in aspects such as uniformity of solution distribution, etc.

2. Introduction to Multi-objective Optimization
Most of the engineering and science problems are multi-objective optimization problem
(MOP), which requires simultaneous optimization of several objects. However, usually these
objects are contradictory. That is, the improvement of one object might worsen other object. It is
often impossible to optimize all the objects. Therefore, one can only try best to coordinate each
object to optimize all the objects, moreover, the optimal of such problems often consists of the
Pareto optimal with large, even endless amount [6].
Under restrain conditions, multi-objective optimization is also called multi-objective
planing, which can be briefly described as: searching for a vector set consists of decision
variables, which can both meet the assigned restraint, and optimize each sub-object function. In
which, the sub-object function is the mathematical description of performance standard
evaluation. Generally, these performance indexes are contradictory. Therefore, “multi-objective
optimization” is to seek for a solution that makes the performance indexes represented by all the
sub-object functions are relatively good solutions acceptable for decision makers. The
mathematical description of performance standard evaluation is:

min/ max f ( x)

 s.t.g j ( X )  0, j  1, 2, , m

(1)

In the equation, f ( x)  [ f1 ( x), , f N ( x)]T refers to object function vector, in which, N  2
is object function sum, g ( x)  [ g1 ( x), , g m ( x)]T is m restraints, x is D dimension decision
variables [7].
MO problems require the optimization of a set of object function. Its solution is not a
single dot, but the set of a group of dots, which is called Pareto optimal set.
Pareto optimal set cannot be controlled by any solutions in the possible solution set.
Suppose x* is a possible solution, if x* is the Pareto optimal instead of the inferior solution,
when and only when there is no X (decision variable in the feasible region) make x  x* .
The set consists of all the non-inferior solutions is called the Pareto optimal set of the
MOP, and is also called the non-inferior solution set or valid solution set, defined as
P  {x  X x  X , x  x} .
The curved surface where the Pareto optimal is located is called the Pareto front, A, B
and C as shown in Figure 1 are all the Pareto optimal, and the curved surface where they are
located is the Pareto front.

Figure 1. The pareto optimal of multi-objective optimization problem
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The set gained through multi-objective optimization is the Pareto optimal set. However,
considering the reality, it is necessary to combine the decision maker’s subjective requirements
for the optimized object with the calculating process to select the solution that best meets the
decision makers requirements from the non-inferior solution set, that is, the “preferred solution”
[8].

3. Basic Principle of Ant Colony Algorithm
Ant colony algorithm (ACA) is the simulation algorithm put forward through simulating
the behavior of ant searching for food. With massive careful observation, bionicists find that ants
communicate with each other through the material called pheromone. During the movement,
ants can leave this material on the road it passed, and they can also perceive this material, thus
to guide their direction. Therefore, the community behavior of a large amount of ants has the
phenomenon of positive feedback: the more a tour being passed by the ants, the bigger the
probability of other ants choosing this tour. The basic principle of ACA is: simulating the real ant
colony cooperation process based on the study of food searching behavior of real ant colony.
The algorithm finds the shortest tour to achieve the optimization through constructing the
solution tour together by several ants, and leaving and exchanging pheromone on the solution
tour to improve the quality f the solution [9].
3.1. Ant System
Ant system is the earliest ant colony algorithm. It approximate searching process is as
follows:
At the initialization stage, m ants are randomly put in the city, the initial value of the
pheromones on each tour are same, suppose  ij (0)   0 as the pheromone initial value , then

 0  m / Lm , Lm refers to the distance of the tour constructed by nearest neighbor heuristics.
Then, ant k (k  1, 2, m) selects the city as the next transfer destination according to random
ratio. The selection probability is:

[ ij (t )] [ ij (t )]
, j  allowed k



pijk (t )    [ ij (t )] [ ij (t )]
 sallowed k
 0, otherwise

In which,  ij is the pheromone on (i, j ) , ij  1/ dij is the heuristic factor of the city i - city

j transfer, allowedk is the next city set that ant k are allowed to visit.
In order to prevent the ant from visiting the already visited city, it adopts tabu list tabuk
to record the cities that have already been visited by ant k . When passing t , all the ants finish
the first circulation. Calculate the distance of the tour visited by each ant, and reserve the
shortest distance, meanwhile, update the pheromone on each side. The first is the volatilization
of the pheromone. The second is the ants releasing pheromone on the sides they are passing
through, the equation is as follows:
 ij  (1   ) ij , in which  is the pheromone volatilization coefficient, and 0    1 .
m

 ij   ij    ijk , in which,  ijk is the pheromone released on the side by the k
k 1

numberant, defined as:
1 / d ij , if side(i , j ) is on tour T k
 tijk  
 0, otherwise

(2)

According to(2), the smaller the tour distance d ij constructed by the ant , the more
pheromone gained from each side on the tour, and it is more likely to be selected by other ants
in future iteration.
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After completing the first circulation, empty the tabu list, turn back to the initial city, and
prepare for the next circulation. Massive simulation experiments shows that when solving smallscale TSP problems, the performance of the ant system is not bad. It can quickly find the
optimized solution. However, along with the increase of the scale, the performance of AS
algorithm weakens seriously, and is easy to stagnate. Therefore, a large amount of improved
algorithm for its drawbacks appeared [10].
3.2. Elite Ant System
Elite ant system first put forward by Dorigo, et. al. is the improvement of the basic AS
algorithm. Its concept is to provide extra pheromone for the optimized tour after each circulation.
The ant that finds this solution is called the elite ant.
This best-so-far tour is T bs . The extra enhancement for T bs is gained through increasing
the pheromone with the amount of e / Lbs of each side on the T bs . In which, e is a parameter,
which decides the weight of the T bs , Lbs is the length of T bs . Then, the updated equation of
pheromone is:
m

 ij (t  1)  (1   ) ij (t )    ijk (t )  e ijbs (t )

(3)

k 1

In which, the definition method of  ijk (t ) is the same as before, the definition of  ijbs (t )
is:
 1 bs , if (i, j )  T bs
 ijbs (t )   L
otherwise
0,

(4)

The results of Dorigo, et. al.’s paper shows that using the elite strategy and selecting a
proper e can not only make the AS algorithm gain a better solution, but also reduce the iteration
amount [11].
3.3. Maximum-Minimum Ant System
The maximum-minimum ant system(MMAS)is the one of the best ACO algorithms for
solvingTSP problems so far. On the basis of AS, MMAS mainly conducts the following
improvement: (1) Prevent the algorithm from converging to the local optimal too early, it limited
the possible exohormone concentration of each tour within  min , max  , values surpass this range
will be forcefully set as  min or  max , which can effectively avoid the information volume of certain
tour being too larger than that of other tours, thus to avoid all the ants gathering to the same
tour. (2) Emphasize the utilization of the optimized solution. Aftereachiteration, only the
information on the tour where the optimized solution is located will be updated, which enables to
better use the former information. (3) The initial value of the pheromone is set as the upper limit
of its range. At the beginning of the algorithm, when  is smaller, the algorithm is more capable
of finding the batter solution. After all the ants completing one iteration, update all the
information on the tour according to Equation (5):

 ij (t  1)  (1   )  ij (t )   ijbest (t ),   (0,1)

(5)

 1
, if side  i, j  is included in the optimized tour

 ijbest   Lbest
0,
otherwise

(6)

The allowed updated tour can be the global optimized solution, or the optimized solution
of this iteration. The practice proved that gradual increase of the usage frequency of the global
optimized solution enables the algorithm to perform better [12].
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3.4. Ant Colony Optimization Based on Rank
Ant system based on rank (ASRANK) is the improvement of AS algorithm. Its concept
is: after every iteration, the tour passed by the ants will be ranked from small to large, that is,
L1 (t )  L2 (t )   Lm (t ) . The tour will be weighted according to its length, the shorter the length,
the bigger the weight [13]. The weight of the global optimized solution is w , the weight of the
number optimized solution is max{0, w  r} , and then the pheromone update rule of ASRANK is:
w 1

 ij (t  1)  (1   )  ij (t )   ( w  r )   ijr (t )  w  ijgb (t ),   (0,1)
r 1

(7)

In which,  ijr (t )  1/ Lr (t ),  ijgb (t )  1/ Lgb
3.5. Any Colony System
Any colony system(ACS)is the improved ant colony algorithm put forward by Dorigo, et.
al. There are three differences between it and AS: (1) It adopts the different tour selection rule,
which can better use the searching experience accumulated by the ant. (2) The volatilization
and resealing of pheromone will be only conducted on the side of the best-so-far tour. That is,
after every iteration, only the best ant so far is allowed to release pheromone. (3) Except for the
global pheromone update rule, it also adopts the local pheromone update rule.
In ACS, ant k located in city i selects city j as the next city to be visited according to
the pseudo random ratio rule. The tour selection rule is provided by the following equation:
arg max  il [il ]  , if q  q0
j
otherwise
 J ,



 ij (t )  ij (t ) 




pijk (t )     ij (t )  ij (t ) 
 s  allowedk
0


(8)

if

j  allowed k

(9)

else

In which, q is a random variable evenly distributed in [0,1] , q0 (0  q0  1) is a parameter.
J is a random variable generated by the probability distribution provided by Equation (9) (in
which,   1 ).
The ACS global pheromone update rule is:

 ij  (1   ) ij   ijbs , (i, j )  T bs

(10)

 ijbs  1/ C bs

(11)

The ACS local pheromone update rule defines:
During the process of tour construction, whenever the ant passes a side (i, j ) , it will
immediately use this rule to update the pheromone on the side:

 ij  (1   ) ij   0

(12)

In which,  and  0 are two parameters,  meets 0    1 ,  0 is the initial value of the
pheromone amount. The function of local update is that whenever the ant passesside (i, j ) , the
pheromone  ij on this side will reduce, thus to reduce the probability of other ants selecting this
side [14].
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4. The Design of Multi-objective Ant Colony Optimization
The sub-objects of the MOP are contradictory. The improvement of one sub-object
might weaken the performance of another object or other objects. In other words, it is
impossible to optimize several sub-objects at the same time. Instead, it can only coordinate and
compromise among them. The realization procedure of multi-objective ant colony optimization is
all follows [15]:
(1) Even the randomly generated initial ant colony pop with a scale of N , calculate
each ant objective function fi ( x), i  1, 2, k , and the restrain function e j , j  1, 2   , J in the pop.
(2) Separate the non-feasible solution set ( X imp  {x  POP | e( x)  0}) from the feasible
solution set ( X f  {x  POP | e( x)  0}) .
(3) Iterate the feasible solution set X f in the initial solution.
(4) Initialize the external set BP, its initial value is the non-control solution in all the
feasible solutions of pop. That is, X f  {x  POP | e( x)  0}, BP  {x  X f | x   X f  , X   X } .
(5) Set the iteration time Nc  0 .
(6) make i  1 .
(7) A random number p within the range of [0,1] is generated, compare it with
parameter p0 , p0 is a parameter within the range of [0,1]. When p  p0 , let the current ant i to
optimize based on the guidance of the global optimized experience, when p  p0 , let ant i to
optimize through pheromone exchange. It can be seen that, the large the p0 , the large the
probability of adopting the global optimized experience.
(8) Move ant i within its activity range, and add a random perturbation  on its final
position. Reevaluation ant i , calculate its objective function and restrain function.
(9) Update the optimized experience set BP, if ant i is feasible solution, and is noncontrol to set BP. Then include ant i into set BP, and delete the solutions in the set that are
controlled by i .
(10) i  i  1 , if i  N , then turn to step (7).
(11) t  t  1 , if t is smaller than the maximum iteration time, turn to step (6), otherwise,
end the algorithm.

5. Evaluation of the Performance of the Multi-objective Ant Colony Optimization
Table 1. 4 Standard Test Functions
Problem
SCH

Dimension
1

Range
[-103,103]

Objective function

f1 ( x )  x 2

Convergence
Convergent

f 2 ( x )  ( x  2) 2

f1 ( x )  [1  ( A1  B1 ) 2  ( A2  B2 ) 2 ]
POL

3

[ ,  ]

f 2 ( x )  [( x1  3) 2  ( x2  1) 2 ]
A1  0.5 sin 1  cos1  2 sin 2  1.5 cos 2
A2  0.5 sin x1  2 cos x1  sin x 2  1.5 cos x 2

Nonconvergent,
non-continuous

B2  1.5 sin x1  cos x1  2 sin 2  0.5 cos x 2
f1 ( x )  x1
ZDT1

30

[0,1]

f 2 ( x )  g ( x )[1 

x1

g ( x)

]

Convergent

n

g ( x )  1  9(  xi ) / ( n  1)
i2

f1 ( x )  1  exp(  4 x1 ) sin 6 (4 x1 )
ZDT3

30

[0,1]

f 2 ( x )  g ( x )[1  ( f1 ( x ) / g ( x )) 2 ]
n

g ( x )  1  9[(  xi ) / ( n  1)]
i2
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In order to test the performance of the algorithm, this paper selected 4 classical test
functions to test the improved multi-objective ant colony optimization, which includes the most
representative issues in ZDT test function. The selected test functions are shown in Figure 1.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 2. All the test functions gained satisfying Pareto
front. The main parameter values of the algorithm: ant amount=100, optimization time of
pheromone=150, optimization time of global experience=5, ant step length=0.8, global
experience step length=0.7, perturbationcoefficient=0.4, volatilization coefficient=0.01, niche
radius =0.01, pheromone minimum =0.001, pheromone maximum=0.3, pheromone heuristic
factor   1 , expectation heuristic factor   3 .

(a) Pareto front gained by test function SCH

(b) Pareto front gained by test function POL

(c) Pareto front gained by test function ZDT1

(d) Pareto front gained by test function ZDT3

Figure 2. Pareto front gained by test functions
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the non-inferior solution set gained through this
algorithm is closest to the optimal set front, and maintains great advantage in the aspect of even
distribution, which is mainly because this algorithm’s selection of local and global optimized
solution maintains the diversity of optimized solution, and is combined with the concepts of
individual distance algorithm and non-inferior optimal control, which selects the optimal set
accurately, to make it distribute evenly, therefore, performs relatively well.

6. Conclusion
No matter in the application of scientific research or engineering, multi-objective
optimization is a very important research subject, because in many real life applications, it is
often required to optimize many and often contradictory objects at the same time. In order to
solve this multi-objective optimization problem, this paper has put forward the ant colony
algorithm, and fully proved the efficiency and excellent performance of the multi-objective ant
colony optimization with tests from its pivotal operators to standard test functions, and
evaluation of performance measurement index.
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